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Abstract
The chemical effects of ultrasound (sonochemistry) originate from acoustic cavitations, that is, ultrasoundinduced formation, growth and violent collapse of micro bubbles in a liquid medium. The rapid collapse of
cavitation bubbles is nearly adiabatic, rendering each individual bubble a microreactor, inside which
temperatures of the order of 5000 K and pressures of hundreds of atmospheres have been shown to exist. This
work presents results of a comprehensive numerical assessment of chemical reactions occurring in an O 2bubble oscillating in water irradiated by an ultrasonic wave. Simulations have been performed for diverse
combinations of various parameters such as ultrasound frequency (20–1000 kHz),static pressure (0.5–2 atm)
and liquid temperature (20–50 °C). The aim of this series of computations was to correlate the production of
HO● and hydrogen to the temperature and pressure achieved in the bubble during the strong collapse. The
obtained results clearly showed the existence of an optimum bubble temperature of about 4200 °C and pressure
of about 2000 atm. The predicted value of the bubble temperature for the production of HO ● and hydrogen is
in excellent agreement with that determined experimentally. The existence of an optimum bubble temperature
and pressure in collapsing bubbles results from the competition between reactions of production and those of
consumption of HO● radicals at very high temperatures.
Keywords: Sonochemistry, Acoustic cavitation, Hydroxyl radical (HO●)

I. Introduction:
When an ultrasonic wave propagates through a
liquid, the local pressure varies with time and space.
If a bubble is present in the liquid, its radius will
expand and con-tract in response to these pressure
changes. For low amplitude pressure excursions,
these oscillations are sinusoidal and may last for
many acoustic cycles, a phenomenon called stable
cavitation. Under certain conditions, however, these
oscillations may become unstable leading to the
rapid collapse of a bubble during a single acoustic
half-cycle. This phenomenon is called transient
cavitation. High temperatures and pressures are
generated within the bubble during its final stage of
collapse that is thought to produce hydrogen atoms
and hydroxyl radicals in aqueous solutions. Some
investigators feel that temperatures sufficient to

generate free radicals are sometimes produced for
stable cavitations as well [1]. In the present study,
we have theoretically estimated the optimum
temperature of collapsing bubble for the production
of HO● and hydrogen. The used model combines the
dynamic of bubble collapse in acoustical field
propagated in water with a chemical kinetics
consisting in nineteen reversible chemical reactions
occurring thigh temperatures during the strong
collapse of the bubble. A series of computations
were performed for more than 300 combinations
between various parameters including ultrasound
frequency in the range 20–1000 kHz, static pressure
(0.5–2 atm) and liquid temperature (20–50 °C).

II.Model and computational methods:
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spherical bubble isolated in wateroscillates under the
action of a sinusoidal sound wave. The temperature
and pressure in the bubble are assumed
spatiallyuniform and the gas content of the bubble
behaves as an ideal gas [4].The radial dynamics of
the bubble is described by theKeller-Miksisequation
that includes first order terms in the Mach number M
¼ Ṙ/c [5, 6 ]:

II.1 Bubble dynamics model
The theoretical model used in the present
computational study have been fully described in
refs. [2, 3]. It combines the dynamic of single bubble
in acoustic field with chemical kinetics consisting of
a series of chemical reactions occurring in the bubble
at the collapse phase. The following is a brief
description of the model. A gas and vapor filled
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II.2 Chemical kinetics model :

(2)
(3)

studies [7] as well as shock-tube and reactor-type
experiments [8].

A kinetics mechanism consisting in 25 chemical
reactions and their backwards reactions (Table 1) is
taken into account involving AR, O2, H2O, OH, H,
O, HO2, H2 and H2O2 species. The scheme in Table
1 has been partially validated from hydrogen flame

Rate expressions for the chemical reactions consider
elementary reversible reactions involving K
chemical species, which can be represented in the
general form as

in which 𝜗𝑘𝑖 is the stoichiometric coefficients of the
itch reaction and Xk is the chemical symbol for the
kth species. The superscript ‘ indicates forward
stoichiometric coefficients, while “ indicates reverse

stoichiometric coefficients. The production rate of
the kth species can be written as asummation of the
rate of the variables for all reactions involving the
kth species:
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The rate ri for the ith reaction is given by the difference of the forward and reverse rates as
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Where [Xk] is the molar concentration of the kth
species and kfi andkri are the forward and reverse rate
constants of the ith reaction, respectively. The

forward and reverse rate constants for the
ithreactions are assumed to have the following
Arrhenius temperature dependence:

Table 1 :Scheme of the possible chemical reactions inside a collapsing O2 bubble [9,10,11,12,13,14]. M is the third body. Subscript
“f” denotes the forward reaction and “r” denotes the reverse reaction. A is in (cm3mol-1s1) for two body reaction [(cm6mol-2s-1) for
a three body reaction], and Ea is in (cal mol-1).
N°

Réaction

Af

bf

Eaf

Ar

br

Ear

1.

H2O+M ↔ H•+•OH+M

1.9121023

-1.83

1.185105

2.21022

-2.0

0.0

2.

O2+M ↔ O+O+M

4.5151017

-0.64

1.189105

6.1651015

-0.5

0.0

3.

•

OH+M ↔ O+H•+M

9.881017

-0.74

1.021105

4.7141018

-1.0

0.0

4.

H•+O2 ↔ O+•OH

1.9151014

0.0

1.644104

5.4811011

0.39

-2.93102

5.

H•+O2 +M ↔HO2• +M

1.4751012

0.6

0.0

3.091012

0.53

4.887104

6.

O+H2O ↔ •OH+•OH

2.97106

2.02

1.34104

1.465105

2.11

-2.904103

7.

HO2•+H• ↔ H2+O2

1.661013

0.0

8.23102

3.1641012

0.35

5.551104

8.

HO2•+H• ↔•OH+•OH

7.0791013

0.0

2.95102

2.0271010

0.72

3.684104

9.

HO2•+O ↔ •OH+O2

3.251013

0.0

0.0

3.2521012

0.33

5.328104

10.

HO2•+•OH ↔ H2O+O2

2.891013

0.0

-4.97102

5.8611013

0.24

6.908104

11.

H2+M ↔ H•+H•+M

4.5771019

-1.4

1.044105

1.1461020

-1.68

8.2102

12.

O+H2 ↔ H•+•OH

3.821012

0.0

7.948103

2.667104

2.65

4.88103

13.

•

2.16108

1.52

3.45103

2.298109

1.40

1.832104

14.

H2O2+O2 ↔ HO2•+HO2•

4.6341016

-0.35

5.067104

4.21014

0.0

1.198104

15.

H2O2+M ↔ •OH+•OH+M

2.9511014

0.0

4.843104

1.01014

OH+H2 ↔ H•+H2O

•

•

-0.37

0.0

8

1.31

7.141104

16.

H2O2+H ↔ H2O+ OH

2.41010

17.

H2O2+H• ↔ H2+HO2•

6.0251013

0.0

7.95103

1.0411011

0.70

2.395104

18.

H2O2+O ↔ •OH+HO2•

9.550106

2.0

3.97103

8.66103

2.68

1.856104

19.

H2O2+•OH ↔ H2O+HO2•

1.01012

0.0

0.0

1.8381010

0.59

3.089104

20.

O2+O+M ↔ O3+M

4.11012

0.0

-2.114103

2.481014

0.0

2.286104

21.

OH+O2+M ↔ +O3+H

4.4107

1.44

7.72104

2.31011

0.75

0.0

22.

O3.+H ↔ HO2+O

23.

13

0.0

3.9710

12

3

1.26910

3

0.0

-2.11410

-

-

-

O3+O ↔ O2+ O2

12

5.210

0.0

4.1810

3

-

-

-

24.

O3+OH ↔ O2+ HO2

7.8107

0.0

1.92103

-

-

-

25.

O3+ HO2 ↔ O2+ O2+ OH

1.01011

0.0

2.82103

-

-

-

4.110
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k f i  A f iT

bf i

whereRgis the universal gas constant, Afi (Ari) is the
preexponential factor, bfi (bri) is the temperature
exponent and Efi (Eri) is the activation energy.
Arrhenius parameters of each chemical reaction are
listed in Table 1.In some reactions of Table 1, a third
body is required for the reaction to process. When a
third body is needed, the

Procedure of the numerical simulation:
The KellerMiksis equation (Eq. (1)), describing the
dynamic of the bubble, is a non-linear second-order
differential equation which requires an approximate
numerical method for solution Eq. (1) can be
reduced to a system of two differential first order
equations

reaction rate ri of the ith reaction should be rewritten
as

dR
 R
dt

(8)
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s=72.45* 10-3Nm-1, µ= 10-3 kg s-1m-1 and c= 1482ms-

The system of Eqs. (8) and (9) was solved by the
fourth order Runge_Kutta method using the
following initial conditions:

1

.

The simulation of the chemical reactions in the
bubble starts at the beginning of the adiabatic phase
(at time corresponding to R =Rmax). The application
of Eq. (4) for all species (9 species) involved in the
scheme of Table 1 gives a system of nine ordinary
differential equations. For example, according to
Table 1, the application of Eq. (4) to the H2O species
gives:

T= 0; R=R0 and _R = 0
The physical properties used for numerical
calculations are given for water at 20 °C as .ρ L
=998.12 kg m-3,

wk 

(9)



 



1 dn H 2O
  k f 1 [H 2 O][M]  k r1 [H  ][  OH][M]  k f 6 [H 2 O][O]  k r 6 [  OH] 2 
V dt

k

k







f 10

[HO 2 ][  OH]  k r10 H 2 O][O 2 ]  k f 13[H 2 ][  OH]  k r13[H 2 O][H] 

f 16

[H 2 O 2 ][H  ]  k r16 [H 2 O][  OH]  k f 19 [H 2 O 2 ][  OH]  k r19 [H 2 O][HO 2 ] (10)

 





When V is the volume of the bubble and nH2O is the number of moles of H2O. Using the ideal-gas law PV =
ntRT, Eq. (10) can be rewritten:
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(11)
where nt is number of mole of all species present in
the bubble. The input parameters for solving the
system of the ordinary differential equations
obtained by Eq. (4) are the composition of the bubble
on water vapor and argon at time corresponding to R
= Rmax, the temperature and pressure profiles in the
bubble during adiabatic phase and the collapse time.
These parameters are obtained by solving the
dynamic Equation (Eq. (1)). As the bubble
temperature increases during the adiabatic phase, the
reaction system evolves and radicalsstart to form by
thermal dissociation of H2O in the bubble.Thus, the
composition of the bubble on all species expected
tobe present was determined at any temperature
during thecollapse period by solving the system of
the ordinary differentialequations obtained by Eq.
(4). The system of the ordinarydifferential equations
was solved by the finite differencemethod. The
computer simulation of the reactions systemwas
stopped after the end of the bubble collapse.

III. Results and discussion:
The maximum bubble temperature and pressure
attained in the interior of the acoustic bubble is
another characteristic of acoustic bubbles. There
have been several methods reported to date for
determining bubble temperatures in water [15, 16]
and in other fluids [17]. Experimental estimation of
the temperature within the collapsing bubbles based
on multibubble sonochemistry and emissions from
excited species (sonoluminescence) are reported to
be between 750 K and 6000 K [18]. The reason for
this range is in part due to the different methods
employed to determine the temperature and in part
due to the different experimental conditions/systems
used. Using the model described in section 2, we
have estimated the optimum bubble temperature and
pressure reached in the bubble using the production
of •OH and hydrogen. A series of computations of
the bubble oscillation and the chemical reactions
occurring inside a bubble at the collapse were
conducted for various experimental parameters
including ultrasonic frequency (20–1000 kHz), static
pressure (0.5–2 atm) and liquid temperature (20–50
°C). For more than 300 points of combination

between these different operating parameters, the
mole fraction of •OH radical and hydrogen created
in the bubble per collapse for each case of the diverse
combinations was related to the corresponding
maximum temperature and pressure achieved in the
bubble at the collapse. The correlation between the
bubble temperature and the mole fraction of •OH
radicals and hydrogen created per collapse is shown
in Figure 1a and Figure 2a [19]. The correlation
between the pressure inside a bubble at the collapse
and the mole fraction of •OH radicals formed and
hydrogen in the bubble per collapse is shown in
Figure 1b and Figure 2b. From these figures, it is
clearly showed that there exist optimum bubble
temperatures of
about 4000 K and pressure of about 1500 atm for the
production of •OH radicals, and 4000 K and pressure
of about 1000 atm for the production of hydrogen.
Suslick and coworkers estimated, by kinetic
measurements, a maximum bubble temperature of
5200 ± 650 K [8]. They also determined a
temperature of 5100 ± 200 K, using spectroscopic
measurements
during
multibubble
sonoluminescence emitted from excited states of free
metal atoms [15]. the optimum bubble temperature
predicted in our study (5200 K) is in excellent
agreement with the experimentally estimated bubble
temperatures. Additionally. Upon stronger acoustic
driving of the bubble, they estimated a maximum
pressure of about 3700 atm [20]. Thus, the optimum
value of pressure, 2500 atm, predicted in our
theoretical study for oxygen bubble is in the same
order of magnitude with the experimentally
estimated pressures.
Several reactions are responsible for the
production of •OH inside a bubble and several other
reactions are responsible for their consumption.
Yasui et al. [21], using a more detailed model,
predicted an optimum bubble temperature of about
5500 K for the production of the oxidants in an air
bubble when the ultrasonic frequency is 140 kHz.
This result was justified [50] by the strong
consumption of the oxidant by the oxidizing nitrogen
at higher bubble temperatures (>5500 K). In our
cases (O2 bubble), the existence of an optimum
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radicals may be attributed to the competition
between the reactions of production and those of
consumption of •OH radicals at high temperatures.
Based on the results of Figures 6a and 6b, it can be
seen that for temperatures and pressures less than
4000 K and 1500 atm respectively, linear evolutions
of the valleys of points constituting the mole
fractions of •OH radicals created per collapse as
function of temperature (Figure 1a) and pressure
(Figure 2b) are observed. So, we can make a decision
that the reactions of consumption have no significant
impact when the bubble temperature and pressure
are less than 4000 K and 1500 atm, respectively and,
thus, the reactions of production are always
dominant. However, when the bubble temperature

1E-08

(a)

(b)

2E-09
Mole fr action of•OH radical

1E-10

Mole fr action of•OH radical

and pressure exceed 4000 K and 1500 atm
respectively, we observe a decline in the valleys of
Figures 1a and Figures 1b indicating that the
reactions of consumption are started to take place by
scavenging •OH radicals. The scavenging effect of
the consumption reactions continues to increase with
the internal temperature and pressure above 4000 K
and 1500 atm to finally yield an optimum
temperature of around 4000 K and pressure of
around 1500 atm for the production of •OH radicals.
This is possibly the unique reason for the existence
of an optimum bubble temperature and pressure for
the production of the •OH radicals and hydrogen, in
the collapsing bubbles.

1E-12
1E-14
1E-16
1E-18
1E-20

2E-10
2E-11
2E-12
2E-13
2E-14
2E-15
2E-16
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1E-24

0
0
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6000

1000
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3000
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Maximum pressure inside a bubble (atm)

Maximum bubble temperature (K)
Figure 1. Relationship between the mole fraction of •OH radicals formed inside a bubble per collapse and the maximum bubble temperature
(a) and pressure (b) achieved at the collapse.
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Figure 2. Relationship between the mole fraction of hydrogen formed inside a bubble per collapse and the maximum bubble temperature (a)
and pressure (b) achieved at the collapse.

IV. Conclusion
In this study, we performed a series of simulations of
chemical reactions inside an isolated spherical
bubble oscillating in water irradiated by an
ultrasonic wave. The simulations were performed for
diverse combinations (more than 300 points) of
various parameters such as ultrasound frequency
(20–1000 kHz)static pressure (0.5–2 atm) and liquid
temperature (20–50 °C). The aim of this series of
computations was to correlate the production of
HO● and hydrogen to the temperature and pressure
achieved in the bubble during the strong collapse.
The obtained results clearly showed the existence of
an optimum bubble temperature of about 4000 °C
and pressure of about 2000 atm. The predicted value
of the bubble temperature for the production of HO●
and hydrogen is in excellent agreement with that
determined experimentally. The existence of an
optimum bubble temperature and pressure in
collapsing bubbles results from the competition
between reactions of production and those of
consumption of HO● radicals at very high
temperatures.
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